Mi Mouse
Thank you for choosing our products. This product is a portable computer mouse
designed for the mobile lifestyle. The mouse has two connection modes via Bluetooth or
radio at a frequency of 2.4 GHz. Excellent performance of this device make it possible to
adapt to different conditions of use.

User manual
A: Connection Mode on the 2.4 GHz radio
1. Remove the cover by scrolling it
counterclockwise.

2. Remove the sealing insert for a
battery contact closure.

3. Remove the wireless adapter

4. Plug the adapter into
computer’s USB port

5. Close the back cover setting it into
the groove and scrolling clockwise.

6. Turn the switch up to the ON
position.

Left button
Right button
Middle button / scroll
wheel

Connection mode
Switch

Notch benchmark closed position
Removable cover

* Method of controlling of this mouse is similar to regular mouse

* At the first connection, default connection mode is by radio.

B: Connection mode via Bluetooth
1. Turn on the Bluetooth function on
the computer

2. Hold down the «connection mode»
button, until indicator light turns on.

* Long pressing of the «Connection Mode» button allows to connect the device
repeatedly.
* Short clicking of the «Connection Mode» button executes switching between the
connection modes on a radio communication or via Bluetooth.

Main parameters:

* In order to use the product in Mac OS, it is necessary that the Bluetooth chip version
was BCM20702 and above, as well as the operating system must be version 10.10 or
later.
3. On your computer find this Bluetooth device (Device Name: MiMouse)

Bluetooth:
Enabled

MiMouse
Not connected

Product name: Portable mouse of Xiaomi
CMIIT ID: 2016DP4530;
Product model: XMSB01MW;
Connection method: Bluetooth 4.0 and
radio communication of 2.4 GHz;
Operating system: Windows 7 * / 8/10
(Windows 7 is completely compatible in
case of connection through Bluetooth)
Sensor type: Laser;
Period of operation: of 1 year, under
normal conditions operation;
The used materials: ABS plastic +
aluminum alloy;

Weight: 77,5 gr
Maximum distance of detection: 10 m
Working temperature: 10 °C + 50 °C
Input parameters: 3B = 3 mA
Power consumption:
10 mW (in working order)
260mkvt (in a standby mode in case of
connection through 2,4G)
300mkvt (in a standby mode in case of
connection through Bluetooth)
120mkvt (in the sleep mode)

Name and content of harmful substances:

* When using the connection mode via Bluetooth, connection of the USB adapter to the
computer is not required.
4. Press «Connect» for accomplishment of connection of the device. After successful
connection, the mouse can be used for designated purpose in the Bluetooth mode.

This table is made according to the SJ standard / T 11364.
Bluetooth:
Enabled

MiMouse
Connected

○: Means that the content of the given substance in the corresponding part of a product
doesn't exceed admissible value according to requirements of the GB standard / T
26572;
×: Means that the content of the given substance in the corresponding part of a product
exceeds admissible value according to requirements of the GB standard / T 26572.

Caution:

Useful recommendation:

In case of hit on imprudence of any liquid in a product, it is necessary to turn off
connection to the computer at once. Further use of a product can lead to ignition
or blow by current. Please contact in this case representative office or the nearest
customer service center.

Due to the need of using a packing box for safety of goods in the course of
transportation, we recommend to you to keep a packing box within 15 days from the
moment of the signature about receiving goods.

Don’t allow hit of a beam of the laser in eyes at all.
Do not use the mouse near a heat source or open flame.
Except the ways of use of a product specified in this instruction please don’t try to sort
or replace any details in him.

Warranty service of Xiaomi portable mouse

The conditions under which offers warranty repair service:
Unauthorized repair, misuse, mechanical damages, hits of liquid, damage on
imprudence, unauthorized change, use of components, incompatible with this product,
and also removal, change of the label and marking, excludes unauthorized opening;
The termination of all terms during which provision of warranty maintenance stated
above is possible;
Damage of goods owing to force majeur circumstances;

Warranty terms and conditions:
Service of Xiaomi portable mouse, namely: return, repair or exchange, are carried out
strictly according to «The law on consumer protection» and «The law on quality of
production». Service is included:

Emergence of the malfunctions connected with operation of this device and its
components specified in «the list of possible functional malfunctions» owing to human
influence.

In case of detection of one of the breakages specified in «the list of possible functional
malfunctions» within 7 days from the date of a list about receiving goods, and
receiving confirmation from the center of service after-sales service of the Xiaomi
company, it is possible to use free of charge service of return or replacement of
goods.
In case of detection of one of the breakdowns specified in «the list of possible
functional defects» within 8-15 days from the date of a list about goods receipt,
and receipts of confirmation from the center of field after-sale service of the Xiaomi
company, it is possible to use free of charge service of replacement or repair of a
product.
In case of detection of one of the breakdowns specified in «the list of possible
functional defects» within 12 months from the date of a list about goods receipt,
and receipts of confirmation from the center of field after-sale service of the Xiaomi
company, it is possible to use repair service free of charge.
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